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Foreword
Kevin O'Brien
Governor, Communications and Historian

I

remember how impressed I was as a 60th Oilmen's Newcomer
when I received the Sixtieth Anniversary coffee table book with my
registration package when Joanna and I arrived in Jasper. Five
years later when the Chairs of the 65th John and Gio Gorman asked
me to compile a book highlighting the next half decade, I considered it a
true honour.
I had the opportunity to meet with each of the Past Chairs of the 60 th
through the 64th Oilmen's to ask for their perspective on the past,
present and future of this great industry event. I am truly amazed at the
amount of effort each Chair dedicates over a two-year period in order to
put on such a great conference, and it has been fascinating to learn how
each one has adapted the event to suit the needs of the attendees and the
changing times.
The most significant change in recent years is the addition of the
Oilmen's Business Forum (OBF) which was introduced at the 61st
Oilmen's. Today the OBF attracts a high-calibre lineup of executive and
political speakers and brings together top energy industry executives for
one of the premier business conferences held annually in Western
Canada.
My first five years attending the Oilmen's has given me the opportunity
to develop truly lasting business and personal relationships. It has been
a whole lot of fun, and I look forward to many more years … and to
letting someone else have the honour of producing the next anniversary
book!
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In Memoriam
The Oilmen's would like to recognize those Oilmen, Partners, friends and family that we have lost over the last five years. While we recognize this is not
a comprehensive list, any omissions are simply accidental as the intent is to honour all lives that have touched us.

Peggy Ashton

Ken Germond

Laura Purdy

Don Barkwell

Keena Giovanetto

Joan Rabey

Scotty Cameron

Joe Guyer

Eileen Curran Rakhit

Ken Crowshaw

John Higgins

Bart Rombough

Diane Dumett

Bill O'Heran

Vi Riddell

Bill Dickson

Verneil Martin

Pat Shouldice

Murray Propp

Gordon Stollery

Tulips
I am not a gardener.
Will never have the talent
of those who coax and nurture
needy green shoots
and tender leaves. Never remember
to clip and mulch, soak and weed
when I should.

My fingers trail
across each pointy tip,
feel the sharp hooks
prick against my skin.
I fill in the soil, stroke it smooth
tamp the earth and turn my back.
My hands smell of anticipation.

Yet I do love tulips.
Something seductive
about the weight of a bulb
cool in my palm, urges me
to peel away crackle skinned shell,
let me thumb rub
the white hardness beneath.

Nothing now. Nothing but months
and months of cold neglect.
And each time
I will be surprised
by the faithful colour
that needs no apology,
makes no demands.

There is something different
about the feel of cold dirt
in the fall. This dormant earth
compressed beneath my nails
does not threaten
like those eager soils of spring
insisting on seed and water and hoe.

~ Laura Purdy
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Introduction

John and Gio Gorman, Chairs - 65th Oilmen's

ENERGY

The power derived from
resources.
The power that lights
up our lives,
Heats our homes; the power
to innovate.
Energy is strength propelling
us forward,
Fueling our desires to grow
and succeed.
Energy … is the foundation of
life.
Our world is full of energy; kinetic,
rapid, full motion Potential Energy, the energy of possibilities
not yet realized.
Energy is everywhere - in its purest sense,
it is who we are.
Can you feel it?

FEEL THE ENERGY!
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The Oilmen's - Past, Present and Future

T

he Oilmen's has now reached its 65th incarnation, an amazing
achievement for any event that spans the evolution and dramatic
changes of our industry, let alone our society, for more than six
decades. The Sixtieth Anniversary book published in 2010
describes the history of the Oilmen's and its many dimensions. This article
will summarize some of those dimensions and describe how the Oilmen's has
managed to survive, thrive and stay relevant for such a long time.
Put simply, the success of the Oilmen's can be attributed to its ability to
proactively change with the times and the expectations of the attendees.

I

N THE BEGINNING - The Oilmen's began in 1951 with the simple idea of
holding an annual golf tournament for the leaders of the newly booming
Canadian oil industry.
Under the leadership of early Chairs such as Arvil Minor, George Dunlap and
Eddie Laborde, the basic structure of today's Oilmen's was established by the
Sixth Tournament. It was an August, four-day, volunteer-driven, invitational,
international, match play event held in the mountains, with many activities
for non-golfers and extensive social and entertainment functions every
evening, with a theme preview at the Spring Gala Ball in Calgary.
It was an immediate success. For the Third Oilmen's, the last year before it
became an invitational event, there were over 500 applications for the
192 golfing spots!
Thus, the effective Oilmen's structure was established early, as were some of
its sustaining traditions. One of those is the practice of changing out a third of
the organizing Governors each year, which ensures that membership
remains current and relevant to the overall purpose of fostering contacts
among the leaders of industry.

T

HROUGH THE YEARS - Although the basic structure and governance
practices were established very early, there have been many changes to
the details and some of the nuances over time.
Some of the changes were simply in format and logistics: at the 16th Oilmen's
Jasper was added as an alternating venue with Banff, and the practice of
having coordinating Tournament themes and colour schemes each year was
added by the 20th.
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The tone and style of the Tournament evolved over the decades. In the
earlier days, events were more formal and elaborate: right up through the
1980's, each year featured international entertainers, demonstrations by
leading golf professionals, fancy dress every night except costume night, and
elaborate gifts and prizes. Today the event is definitely still first-class, but as
with general society and industry, it is toned down and more casual.
One dimension that has not changed over the years has been the emphasis on
volunteering by everyone to make the event a success, to promote
involvement and interaction by the attendees, and to control the costs;
decorators, communications, transportation, newsletter editors, marshalling
and wagering personnel – all are volunteer attendees.
The activities for non-golfing guests, including Partners, social attendees and
golfing executives when they are not on-course, have dramatically changed.
Initially much of the non-golfing activity was focused on watching golf. Today
there is only one day of on-course betting, as hikes, tours, lectures and
classes, Partners' golf and brunch, and business round tables keep calendars
full.
The invitations list has always been a challenge. Since the mid-1970's the
Chairs have had to diligently vet the invitation list to ensure it reflects the
industry's current structure and leadership. From the early years until 2007,
the Oilmen's boasted 14 flights of golfers, including four years of 15 flights
(although this did overload the courses somewhat). After the 50th, the event
returned to 14 flights as demand fell off with the many mergers and
acquisitions and the disappearance of many intermediate E&P companies.
For many years Newcomers were not invited to golf. This was part of the
introduction to the Oilmen's that allowed the Newcomer to meet and
network with attendees more easily and to experience the many traditions of
the event, including volunteering.
The demographics have changed. In the early days the Oilmen's was
restricted to senior executives from E&P companies. Commercial bankers
were included as event sponsors. The changing face of the industry over time
has seen an influx in mid-streamers and service providers. Today, about one
third of attendees represent E&P's.
The attendees have gotten younger. In the early years the typical attendees
were "empty-nesters" with adult children and a single home in Calgary.
Today, many are dual professional families with young children and a

Kevin O'Brien
Governor, Communications and Historian
with files from Barry Stewart, Chronicler of the 55th Yearbook
summer vacation property, which adds to the challenge of attending a multi- drivers in shuttle vans replaced volunteer drivers to move attendees between
day event in Banff.
the hotel and golf course. The Oilmen's had a number of charity events and
In 2008 the global economic crisis hit and for the next few years attendance supported the Mustard Seed, the Alberta Children's Hospital and Dogs with
dropped, going from 14 flights down to ten by the 60th. The Oilmen's now sits Wings as selected charities.
at nine flights of golfers; smaller than in the past, yet still a healthy size.

T

HE LAST FIVE YEARS - The 60th Oilmen's Fun Fore All chaired by Doug
Cutts was the last Tournament held in Jasper. With global financial
markets still struggling, registration from local and international attendees
was slow but managed to fill ten flights. The Past Chairmen's Cup was moved
to the Calgary Golf and Country Club and was very well attended. For the first
time the Partners' Golf event was hosted in Jasper rather than Hinton.
At the 61st Oilmen's, Chair John Geddes introduced the Oilmen's Business
Forum to increase the business value received by attendees. Today the OBF
attracts a high-calibre lineup of executives and political speakers for one of
Western Canada's premier annual business conferences. A committee of
Oilmen spouses was assembled to freshen up Partners' events, and the
evening entertainment brought in a variety of acts to support the theme.
The 62nd Great Drives chaired by Bruce Jones broke the trend of alternating
between Jasper and Banff. To build on the momentum of the first OBF a larger
conference centre was required as well as a shorter commute for the one-day
attendees. A formal charity was introduced as a theatrical painter produced a
number of pieces in front of an after-dinner audience which were auctioned
with proceeds going to the Alberta Children's Hospital.

As we approach the 65th Conference, Feel the Energy, we will see Chair John
Gorman's changes: golf remains a three-day tournament, but with full 18-hole
matches, which means flights will be of eight players rather than 16. The
Partners' Brunch will support the Sheldon Kennedy Child Advocacy Centre.
The OBF held its second Mid-Year Update in April, and the full OBF in Banff in
August will address the important topics of Aboriginal partnerships, global
market access, public confidence and regulatory effectiveness.

T

HE FUTURE - The Oilmen's has had 64 years of success due to its strong
basic structure and purpose, tempering its details in response to the
changing times and expectations of those participating industry leaders.
Will the Oilmen's celebrate its 75th Anniversary? Yes, it certainly will. Our
industry will continue to change over the next decade and so will this unique
event.
The Oilmen's is smaller than it used to be back in the 1990's because our
industry has changed tremendously since then. There are far fewer junior and
intermediate E&P companies than in the past due to consolidation, regulatory
changes around trusts, and the high cost of drilling multi-stage fractured wells
or developing oil sands facilities. The typical Oilmen's attendee is no longer
just the "old boys club", but the range in ages is much broader. Many also have
younger children which can make attending a multi-day adult event a
challenge. There were no smartphones and no internet two decades ago –
today's instant access to information means fewer people feel the need for
social interaction to get business deals done. Many people have forgotten the
importance of building relationships with industry peers.

Time to Shine was the theme of the 63rd chaired by Dave Broshko where the
name of the August event was officially changed to the Oilmen's Executive
Conference. The selected charity was the Canadian Avalanche Foundation.
The third OBF continued to gain momentum with increased attendance and a
high-profile political lineup. Most events were moved to the golf course to
consolidate the guests in a central location and a beer garden was (finally) Embracing change, the Oilmen's will survive because it brings engaged
introduced and very well attended.
executives together in a truly unique environment around a common set of
Dale Dusterhoft, Chair of the 64th Endless Summer made a bold move to goals: to see, listen to and visit with world-class speakers we rarely get to
shorten the golf tournament to three days. Technological improvements were interact with, to be involved in advancing the energy industry in Canada, to
made - the archaic walkie-talkie on-course score reporting, event registration develop truly lasting business and personal relationships, and to have fun … a
and table seating were replaced by online registration, smartphone scoring lot of fun.
entry, a new interactive website, and the first Oilmen's App. Professional Enjoy the Sapphire Anniversary 65th Oilmen's !
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The Oilmen's Business Forum
Kevin O'Brien

T

he Oilmen's continually evolves to
meet the needs of its participants.
Every year the Chair and his board of
governors make a few changes to the
event to ensure it remains a relevant
and valuable experience for the executives and
partners who attend. Every so often … there is a
game-changer.

With such a large assembly of energy industry
executives, the Oilmen's was (and still is) in a
great positon to collectively tackle a number of
challenges facing our industry.
And so the Oilmen's Business Forum was born
with a very successful launch in 2011, and in the
three subsequent years it continued to expand,
attracting a high-calibre lineup of executive and
political speakers, and bringing together top
energy industry executives for one of the
premier business conferences held in Western
Canada.

At the 61st Oilmen's in 2011, Chair John Geddes
made the transformational decision to host the
first Oilmen's Business Forum in Banff and he
appointed Earl Hickok the portfolio's first
Governor.

In its first two years the OBF was organized by
Governor Hickok reporting to the Director of
Marketing; a role filled by Phil Welch in 2011 and
Dale Dusterhoft in 2012. By the third OBF the
scope had expanded to require a team of four
governors reporting to a Director of Business
Value; a role filled by Mike Begin in 2013, Steven
Smith in 2014 and this year by Pat Ward. While
each director has had a huge impact on the
evolution of the event, the common thread
through the years has been Hickok, who has
continued to build momentum by attracting
great speakers.

Why did the Oilmen's take this transformational
change? At the conclusion of the 60th Oilmen's,
then Director of Sustainability Mike Keohane
commissioned a survey of participants in which a
large number of attendees believed that more of
a business component was required. A number of
invitees who declined also cited this need. The
Oilmen's had seen the number of exploration and
production (E&P) executives (whose attendance
is critical to the success of the Oilmen's) drop
over the years due to the difficulty in justifying
attending a golf tournament rather than a
business conference. Geddes took this feedback
and invited eighteen Past Chairs to a meeting at
the Calgary Petroleum Club to discuss what could
be done to renew the Oilmen's. After an engaged
debate for and against a Business Forum (and
other changes) Geddes decided that a business
component was needed.

Bonni Clark sat down with Earl Hickok to get his
take on the first five years of the OBF.
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Genesis of the Oilmen's Business Forum
Bonni Clark

H

ow do you revive a 60-year-old
tradition and give it new life?

business value and momentum. That's the hook
that brings in the right people to grow the value."

Give it a value-added focus and biggerpicture purpose. That was the solution
that the Chair of the 61st Oilmen's, John Geddes,
provided when the Governors for the 2011
Oilmen's Executive Conference gathered to ponder
their path forward. Collectively, the governors
agreed the annual event seemed to be losing its zest
and needed to gain back its original momentum to
continue to attract producers.

YEAR ONE – 2011
Year One was a half-day of sessions focused on
Alberta and Western Canada, but with no active
politicians involved in order to avoid tensions.
Featuring a former environment minister and the
president of the Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers, this inaugural event proved the appetite
was there. A total of 240 Oilmen and guests filled
the theatre at the Fairmont Banff Springs to hear
discussions around government policy, education
and skills planning, plus the business strategies that
would pull it all together.

The Oilmen's Business Forum was born in response
to that challenge, and Earl Hickok was appointed by
John Geddes to take the helm. "Here we had a
bunch of people who cared a lot about Canada and
wanted to do something. We created the OBF as a
way for people to get involved and make a
difference on the challenges of our time."

It is important to note that the 61st Oilmen's Chair
John Geddes was the one who took a large risk in
making this transformational move. "Quite simply
without his leadership it would not have
happened!" Hickok says. "John Geddes was
monumental and always plays down how
incredibly important he was in starting this journey
for the Oilmen's."

With his background in brokering connections and
sparking action in provincial and corporate topics
of interest, Hickok knew just where to start – from
the ground up. He also knew just how to do it –
recalling his involvement in the Alberta Growth
Summit in the late 90's, which used a series of
meetings that built towards a productive two-day
summit. He explained how the governors laid out a
five-year vision of staged growth.

YEAR TWO – 2012
Buoyed by this success, Year Two of the OBF
booked a full day of panel discussions, with
breakout sessions in the midst of it. Hickok was
even surprised by the value Oilmen placed in each
conversation had. "We had so much positive
feedback on it, but they didn't like the breakout
sessions in the midst of the Forum. They wanted to
see it all without missing out on anything," Hickok
explains.

"You've got to walk before you run. We knew we
wanted to grow to the point where the Forum
became a venue to connect politicians and business
leaders to tackle the challenges of the day for the
benefit of civil society," says Hickok. "But you can't
jump straight to that. We needed to build the

"Beyond just the Oilmen, we had business leaders
driving up to Banff just for the day, because they
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knew what they heard would be worth the time
away from their pressing business."
Ambassador Gary Doer was a central draw, helping
the forum frame its focus on where the Oilmen may
be able to impact the energy industry in the most
positive way. Energy ministers from Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta all attended.
YEAR THREE – 2013
By year three, it was time to move forward another
big step and undertake a truly national agenda at
the OBF. "We focused on Western Canada the first
couple years to consolidate interest and
conversation. But ultimately it has always been
about getting a common vision for energy in
Canada. And that has to be coast to coast with the
right folks in the room to move things forward and
take action."
The OBF also took a massive step forward in
political engagement for the third OBF. Ambassador
Doer returned, with a very prominent speaker in
tow - Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal. The event
drew energy ministers from across the Western
provinces and the Honourable Jean Charest from
Quebec. The ministers didn't have a speaking
opportunity, yet gained huge value from their
private Ministers' breakfast that morning with Doer
and Charest, and from hearing the panellists and
speakers of the day.
Attendees at the 2013 OBF heard the struggles
politicians and industry face on both sides of the
border in trying to develop responsible projects for
the common good of civil society, while in the face
of increasingly organized anti-development
activism. Jindal faces it in Louisiana as much as
Canadian politicians faced it here at home.
"This gets to the heart of it – social license is the
challenge of our times. Politicians and business
leaders are each trying to create solutions for civil
society to function and thrive. They just have

different timelines," Hickok notes, explaining that
politicians have short cycle times - from election to
election – while corporate leaders strategize for
long-term projects, timelines and infrastructure
needs.
The 2013 OBF focused on how leaders can
collectively position Canada and North America to
move to next stage of prosperity built on energy.
Jindal and Doer shared the stage with then Alberta
Premier Alison Redford for a remarkable Special
Luncheon session, captured in a one-hour video.
YEAR FOUR – 2014
By Year Four, the OBF was hitting its stride. The
first Mid-Year Business Forum just prior to the
Executive Ball came together quickly, attracting
150 Oilmen to keep the momentum going all year
round. The packed ballroom at the August OBF was
a truly national discussion forum that attracted the
top movers and shakers from the corporate world
and politicians of every stripe and region in Canada.
Jean Charest, who whole-heartedly endorsed the
OBF concept and value during his appearance at the
Mid-Year Update, returned to chair a Premiers'
Panel where he solicited his top political colleagues
to gather from Quebec, Prince
Edward Island and Alberta.
Hickok and an expanded slate
of OBF Governors sought out
more
national
business
context for an important
panel. "We knew this can't
just be some 'oil people'
talking to Canada. We sought
out
some
non-energy
business input so we could
hear
what
non-energy
business people feel about
who we are and how we do
what we do." Perrin Beatty
from the Canadian Chamber
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of Commerce provided an essential voice that
underlined economic considerations in general,
along with Kevin Sorensen, the Minister of State
from Finance Canada.
"Once we set the hook with the OBF in its first
years, we created a club that people wanted to be a
part of year-round. We started drawing in people
who only attend events where they are getting huge
value out of it for themselves, and their affiliations."
With panels that featured the top executives of
Kinder Morgan Canada, EnCana, Shell Canada and
MEG Energy, the 2014 OBF featured a full day of
important voices to be heard. The Oilmen
themselves spoke the following day, contributing to
conversations during two round table sessions.
YEAR FIVE – 2015
Now in its fifth year of the original five-year plan,
Hickok and the OBF governors are proud to say
they're right on target and right on strategy,
expanding again and gaining traction for action.
An all-star OBF Mid-Year Update in April just prior
to the Executive Ball featured Ambassador Doer
and Jean Charest, plus a host of international

energy executives, industry analysts and regulators.
All the more timely given the fast-changing energy
landscapes across Canada and around the world,
the Mid-Year OBF packed the Calgary Petroleum
Club with Oilmen and their business guests, eager
to learn more about the dynamics at play that are
shaking oil price foundations and their business
strategies.
Yet beyond the international considerations, OBF
2015 will continue to drill deeper into the Canadian
dynamics that can be impacted by the leadership of
the Oilmen and their political peers. Panel
discussions are planned on the topics of public
confidence,
Aboriginal
partnerships,
and
competitive / regulatory effectiveness. Preceded
again by a VIP reception the night prior and kicking
off with a private Ministers' Breakfast in the
morning, the OBF Forum promises another full day
of thoughtful and productive contributions to the
challenges of our time.
The OBF Governors are extending round table
discussions over two days to focus on action plan
outcomes. With a new agenda, the 65th Oilmen's
becomes a true business conference with a golf
component. All attendees will participate and walk
away from round tables on both Thursday and
Friday with strategies for engagement of Aboriginal
partnerships, and with plans for advocacy

campaigns that will grow public trust in needed
infrastructure developments.

THE NEXT FIVE YEARS AND BEYOND
By this point in its history, the OBF has nurtured
and grown into a strong national platform that is
shifting how political and business leaders
converse with each other, and engage with
Canadians on the future of their economy and
infrastructure to support it.
"The question we're always asked is, 'So how do
you top this?'" laughs Hickok. The answer he and
his governors provide is simple and strategic – stay
relevant, important and topical.
"No one can predict what the challenge of the day
will be ten years from now. But you can predict
some of the fundamentals will remain the same,"
says Hickok. He notes that from the first OBF in
2011, a report was created, outlining the Ten
Challenges for a Global Energy Vision for Canada.
The list still holds true in 2015, demonstrating the
wisdom, long-term cycle times and vision of the
leaders that make up the Oilmen's Executive
Conference:
1.

Diversification of customers

2.

Export infrastructure

3.

New innovations

4.

Aboriginal partnerships

5.

Top-tier workforce

6.

Pride in energy's economic contributions

7.

Environmental stewardship

8.

Improving the public's energy literacy

9.

Collaborations with governments

10. Long-term team effort
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Ten Challenges for a Global Energy Vision
The following report was compiled from the 2011 Oilmen's Business Forum held in
Banff, Alberta on August 23, 2011.
The report expertly illustrates the challenges that emerged from the first-ever OBF
and that remain relevant today.

Canada’s oil and gas sector is the nation’s largest product-selling industry. It generates $115 billion in annual revenues, 77%
more than the second biggest, automobile manufacturing. It’s an efficient and well-oiled machine; robust, competent,
optimistic and forward-thinking. Our solid basics rank among the world’s best; we are poised to grow, and set the global
example of principled and inspired leadership in innovation and adaptation. Such leadership requires a keen eye to anticipate
and successfully negotiate the road ahead. Led by changing market forces, labour sourcing and continued environmental
leadership challenges, changes are afoot that demand our collective action.
It’s why over 200 leaders from the top ranks of all sectors representing the oil and gas industry converged at a business
forum in Banff on August 23, 2011 for an open and candid session on what the industry faces. And how best to meet the
challenges; not just by reacting, but by being strongly proactive to mitigate potential pitfalls and emerge with the power to
continue leading Canadians to a prosperous future.
Out of this unprecedented gathering emerged ten critical issues.
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Ten Challenges for a Global Energy Vision
ONE:

MOVE BEYOND ONE CUSTOMER

Participants generally agreed our Canadian advantages make
our country the world leader; world-class technology, large
reserves, efficient capital markets, stable fiscal and political
regimes. And it's why our oil and gas production will continue
to rise. Currently committed capital and construction is poised
to double oil sands production to 3.5 million bpd by 2025. With
modern horizontal multi-stage fracturing technology, old oil
fields are producing all over again. That same technology
promises to bring multiple tcfs of new natural gas production
on stream, like the world-class reserves of northeastern BC's
Montney and Horn River shale fields.
$100 billion of investment anticipated in tight rock plays like
these over the coming decade - along with the oil sands
projections - will generate a boom like we've never seen
before.
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Such an embarrassment of riches shouldn't normally be a
cause for alarm. It is, however, when coupled with our
dependency on just one customer. Currently, our sole market
for these products is the US. We are pleased with this
relationship, but it exposes a vulnerability; US demand has
been stagnating for five years with no growth in the forecast,
whereas substantial growth continues in Asia and Southeast
Asia.
Exacerbating the impact on our exports is rapidly rising US
domestic production that will directly displace Canadian barrels
(the US Bakken field, for example, may hit one million bpd
soon). It's coming up fast and could make things worse for
Canada very quickly. If the eight million-strong US large truck
fleet switches from diesel to natural gas as proposed, US
demand could drop a further two million bpd.

Ten Challenges for a Global Energy Vision

TWO:
From a business viewpoint it's not smart to be a global-scale
producer being held hostage to a captive market.
Participants said we need to go after growth markets in other
parts of the world to grow our bitumen supply; primarily
offshore the west coast to China and Southeast Asia. As well,
we should expand our US markets further south to the US
Gulf Coast and perhaps the US west coast.
Realization of these options rests largely on two major
pipeline projects now in various application stages.
Enbridge's Northern Gateway would transport diluted
bitumen from the oil sands across BC to Kitimat on the west
coast for tanker shipment to Asia and possibly the US west
coast if the need to replace crude from the Alaska pipeline
develops.

DRIVE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR EXPORT

(It is worth noting that the Alaska pipeline is already down to
just 25% of its design capacity; at 20% it may have to shut
down).
Exporting via Northern Gateway would be a boost to our
GDP: there's a $2 to $3 per barrel premium expected. It
would bring benefits to the US too; a strong and vibrant
Canadian oil and gas industry means a dependable supply,
and a backup west coast refinery feedstock.
The other is TransCanada's Keystone XL line to transport
bitumen to Gulf Coast refineries. Advancing these two
projects is critical for oil export markets and thus Canada's
continued economic health.
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Ten Challenges for a Global Energy Vision
THREE:

FOSTER TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

For expanding production, we have the advantage of Canadian
infrastructure already in place. New production from old fields
is highly technology driven, e.g. the Duvernay light oil plays,
the historic Pembina and Cardium fields and the new Bakken
play. Large volumes await recovery with minimal exploration
risk. Driving this new development is horizontal well drilling
with multi-stage fracturing techniques.
Compared with traditional vertical wells, horizontal wells with
multi-stage fracturing can easily provide 300 times the
producing surface area underground.
With growth of more fracturing stages per well the surface
area to the reservoir rock underground continues to expand
the productivity of formerly uneconomic plays.
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The continued advances could improve a further six-fold;
enhancing rates of return with a dramatically reduced surface
footprint.
For Western Canadian oil producers this new development
coupled with high oil prices is driving hundreds of millions of
new capital into the four western provinces.
Existing infrastructure, especially pipelines to the US, was
designed and built before this shift in North American energy
dynamics. New pipeline infrastructure will balance the looming
supply-demand inequality while employing the latest
technology to minimize impacts.

Ten Challenges for a Global Energy Vision

FOUR:

ENHANCE PARTNERSHIPS WITH ABORIGINAL GROUPS

Many participants expressed a need to engage with
Aboriginals more fully to learn and work together for
mutually acceptable solutions. This must be done by taking
initiative and going into communities to discuss their needs
and understand their culture and concern for future
generations. Consortia should be increased, forums with
industry leaders who are open and forthright about worstcase scenarios should be held. For example, industry must
demonstrate what it would do with state-of-the-art
technology and the willingness to mitigate what might
happen in the event of a spill; not rely on the shield of the
financial ability to mitigate impacts.

Under discussion was the plight of First Nations, especially as
a result of their generally lower educational levels. It was
revealed that 50 percent of Aboriginal students don't
complete high school. A proposal to remedy this is by
providing reserve schools with technical training programs
such as oil and gas related skills starting as early as the sixth
grade. This would equip these students with lifelong
knowledge to improve the quality of their adult lives.
Moreover, as Aboriginals are a fast-growing segment of the
population, this has the potential to transform First Nations
into a larger and even more valuable part of the workforce.
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FIVE:

ENTICE NEW WORKERS

The involvement of new sources into the workforce will help
alleviate the impact of a crunch that has hit already on a scale
we've never faced before; a critical shortage of labour in the
oil and gas industry. It is as important as environmental issues
and will control the pace of our expansion. A significant
number of participants readily indicated having serious
difficulties filling skilled positions.
According to a recent Petroleum Human Resources Council
report, the industry will be short between 40,000 and 130,000
workers over the coming decade. The main exodus will be
retiring baby boomers; the average age of geologists,
geophysicists and operators in western Canada is now 52. On
top of that, there are simply not enough rig workers, frac
crews, welders or pipeline operators to meet industry demand.
These gaps will not be resolved easily and their impact will be
felt in government coffers as pace of development is slowed.
Immigration can help but alone won't solve the problem.
Graduates from the Indian sub-continent and China are
choosing Europe or their own booming economies. And fewer
are coming here to study. The percentage of overseas
students choosing Canada has eroded from 59% to 53%;
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there's a need to attract them to stay for a career. Helping
that along, the federal government has identified 29 priority
occupations, however only seven of these are oil and gas
industry related.
Already many workers are recruited from eastern Canada;
about half of the 28,000 Fort McMurray rotational workforce is
from east of the Manitoba border.
There are no silver bullets to solve the labour shortage. It will
take strong resolve to commit to long term actions and will
require high levels of collaboration amongst key stakeholders
on several fronts. It's too easy to sit back and say we are
entrepreneurial and things will work out; we can't do that this
time.
A recurring theme that came as a surprise to many was that
people no longer flock to our industry; significantly reducing a
valuable source of recruits. A key cause was considered to be
the deteriorating industry image, especially with
"Generation Y".
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SIX:
The tarnished image of the industry is largely generated by
several major international groups which fund anti-oil sands
campaigns, anti-pipeline campaigns and anti-fracing
campaigns. A need was identified to educate and counter
misinformation in the public domain. To do that, we need to
demonstrate our willingness to mitigate all worst-case
scenarios, to show our state-of-the-art technology and to
articulate our plans for sustainable resource development
which is good for all Canadians.
Participants generally believe in the fundamentals. We are
good at environmental protection; we just need more
collaboration and communication with everyone in the mix.
That's the important message to project.

BE MORE PROUD AND VOCAL

Some participants felt that many who are in favour of the
proposed new pipeline exports for example just don't want to
say so. Many felt that Canadians need to stop being
defensive and start being more proud of our industry. The
best way is to communicate that we are leading edge,
environmentally sound and technically capable. We need to
communicate that we are willing to spend the money and
invest the resources to ensure there are no environmental
issues that aren't solvable and manageable; that we will do
everything we can to minimize impact to the environment as
we bring energy to consumers.
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SEVEN:

CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY

This topic resonated with many participants. Several issues
were raised, but most surrounded unconventional resource
development: oil sands (notably tailings ponds) and horizontal
multi-stage fracturing, which head the list.
How we reduce fracturing water usage is a good example: it
was agreed this is a visible and important issue. In the early
days, use of water for fracturing was an inefficient process.
But service companies have advanced the technology.
Recycling flowback water is one way.
However, often only 30% of the water is produced back, so a
better solution that is becoming more popular is the increased
use of nitrogen or foams that can reduce water usage to as
low as 20% compared to using pure water.
Participants discussed the need to reduce the impact of oil
sands tailings ponds through research and technology
development. And more generally, we need to maintain our
social license to produce not just oil sands but all
hydrocarbons including shale gas.
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EIGHT:
Education feeds back into several of the forum's concerns
and it's more than academic. Some delegates said they felt
public energy literacy is crucial.
Education for example can help deal with the industry's
eroding image among Generation Y: more educators should
base their information on facts, rather than buying into the
emotions of anti-oil sands organizations. Improvements at
that level can lead to higher enrolments in schools like the
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT) and NAIT
where fill rates are now lowest for energy curricula.
An even earlier starting point is reaching out at the
elementary and high school levels—engaging young students
about the merits of careers in sustainable energy. And
furthermore we can adapt our programs to attract students

ADVANCE ENERGY LITERACY

to energy programs from non-traditional student pools such
as females, Aboriginals and military returnees. Some
initiatives are under way; SAIT Chinook Lodge, for example,
has reached out to support Aboriginal students' success.
Apart from the academic centres, there's public education
needed too. Corporate recruiters and CAPP, the industry
association, are not enough to get the message out; all
players' associations and other segments need to do so as
well. And investors need to be educated to avoid focusing on
just quarterly earnings reports; our access to capital for long
-term projects is vital.
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NINE:

COLLABORATE WITH GOVERNMENTS

FOR A NEW TOMORROW

Public education needs to be reinforced with a strong national
energy policy with federal and provincial governments as key
enablers; a crucial requirement for a world energy leader like
Canada.
A first step is the Energy Policy Institute of Canada which, with
the concurrence of our energy ministers, is formulating the
principles and elements of a new strategy. It is to be a unified
national approach, ultimately encompassing unified regulatory
regimes, energy security, infrastructure needs, innovation
support, public education and more.
Progress at the provincial level was welcomed. New themes
from the Alberta government include cumulative effects
management, community engagement and continuous
environmental improvement. A shift is developing from
corporate citizenship to community citizenship; from an
attitude of entitlement to an attitude of stewardship. Its future
has a number of frameworks: air quality, water allocation,
groundwater management and wetland protection, tailings
pond management and reclamation. A renewed regulatory
framework is required to support these new directions.
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TEN:
Albert Einstein said "We can't solve problems by using the
same kind of thinking we used when we created them."
The Oilmen's Business Forum identified the need for a higher
level of collaboration between business, governments and
the education sector than ever before. The forum put many
great minds in the room to take a look at where we have
been, and where we are going.
The view is not one of a simple silver bullet that solves all
challenges in one easy step, but a complex set of challenges
that need to be met with teamwork.

FORM A MARATHON TEAM

Participants were generally together in calling for all
stakeholders to view these challenges and concerns with the
long term in mind; it's a marathon, not a sprint that can be
solved overnight.
Popular as well was the call for the marathon to be viewed as
a team effort, not an individual one, bringing together all
sectors of our industry, governments, regulators,
academicians, Aboriginal leaders and other stakeholders; an
integrated collaboration proactively working to the goal of
advancing Canada's responsible role as a global energy
leader.
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